
A place of  rules and regulations, of  
physical labour and severe punishment 

for those who do not follow orders. 

Be prepared to justify your answer.

Lesson 2: Craig & Bentley
Brain in Gear

What is being described below?



Start the discussion:
• I believe that...
• In my opinion...
• One argument may be that...
• I’d like to make the point that…

Agree:
• I support your point because…
• Your opinion is reasonable because...
• I agree with your statement because...
• Your argument is a valid one because...

Build:
• Building on what... said...
• In addition to ...’s statement...
• I agree with your point, but should add that…
• Your argument is a good one, however it needs...

Challenge:
• This opinion could be questioned because…
• My own view is contrasting with yours because...
• I would like to challenge your argument because...
• I disagree with your statement for a number of reasons...

ABC: How will you structure?



Kingswood Approved School – 1950’s England



Lesson 2: Craig & Bentley
Learning Focus

To consider how Craig and Bentley’s 
friendship might have evolved.

To use cross-cutting to learn about 
how people may have perceived 

Craig and Bentley.

Explain



Lesson 2: Craig & Bentley
Facebook Profiles

In each of  the boxes, write a 
‘check in’ for 

Craig and Bentley

The status update should tell us 
where they are and what 

they’re doing. 

Think about what we learnt last 
week about the characters

Remember



Lesson 2: Craig & Bentley
Life at Kingswood

Information

• Both boys attended
Kingswood Approved 
School 

• What sorts of  things do 
you think they would 
have got up to together?

• Approved School:
‘A residential institution 
for young offenders’

Task

Create 5 freeze frames showing some 
of  the things Craig and Bentley got up 
to e.g. stealing electrical equipment / 
starting a gang.

Remember your performance skills!

- Facial Expression

- Body Language

- Levels

- Gesture

Apply



Lesson 2: Craig & Bentley
Parents Evening

Information

• Craig and Bentley’s 
behaviour at Kingswood 
was not acceptable - they 
would steal, cause fights, 
start gangs etc on a regular 
basis.

• Both the parents of  
Christopher and Derek have 
been summoned to school 
to discuss the recent 
behaviour of  the boys. 

Create

Task

• Groups of  6 
(Craig’s parents & Teacher)
(Bentley’s parents & Teacher)

• Create a performance using cross-cutting
to show how each set of  parents and the 
teacher perceive either Craig or Bentley.

• The performance should show the two 
meetings at different times.



Evaluate
Lesson 2: Craig & Bentley
Performance and Analysis

Use one of  the following key terms to provide a piece of  
feedback about one of  the performances you’ve seen.

Facial Expression Cross-Cutting Improvement

Space Gesture Voice

Emotion Perceive                        Body Language

Phrase of  the Day: “People perceive Craig/Bentley as… because...”



Lesson 2: Craig & Bentley
Give me ThreeExplain

Give me three answers to each of  the following 
questions:

1) What do you know now that you didn’t know before? 

2) What have you achieved today?

3) What do you want to find out next?
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